Pioneer Pete is majoring in Kinesiology! He loves studying the motions of the body. Pioneer Pete also enjoys taking classes such as dancing, nutrition, exercise and first aid classes. He decided to study Kinesiology because he loves being active!

Can you help Pioneer Pete navigate through the maze in time to make his Jazz Dance Class?

East Bay Unscramble
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Word Puzzle
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Can You Match Each Major with its Profession?

#1: Music...The art of making music with numerous instruments and/or singing.

#2: Liberal Arts...The study of multiple academic studies aiming for teaching in K-6.

#3: Business Administration...The field of study with various concentrations such as marketing, finance, human resources, accounting.

#4: Media Production...The study of communication and delivering information to the public.

#5: Kinesiology...The study of the various movements made by the human body.

#6: Mathematics...The study of mathematics with the options of a career in finance, teaching, economist, and many more.

#7: Nursing...Preparation for a career of a medical nurse.

#8: Art...The study where creativity takes a huge role. Imagination takes place while studying or making art.

#9: Health Science...The study of sciences directed to work with the public especially in hospitals and clinics.

Now try to match the number of the major with the image of that represents it.
Pioneer Pete has been away at college for two quarters and really misses his family. Can you draw a picture of his family to cheer him up?

Connect the dots

_Pioneer Pete loves to play games. Can you beat his high score of 10 boxes?_  
Instructions: Pick a partner and let the games begin! Each person takes a turn drawing a line. The goal is to make boxes. The person who finishes the box gets that point. At the end of the game whoever has the most boxes marked with their initials wins.

Great job future Pioneer, East Bay opportunities await you!